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ABSTRACT
Many paradigms in evolutionary psychology involve forced choice tasks with two alternatives. While the number of trials used across studies varies substantially, in such tasks it is common to test against a baseline of 50% (often via a one-sample t-test). In this paper, we simulate forced choice designs, varying in sample sizes (30 to 120) and number of trials (2 to 34) to empirically examine the usefulness of a 50% benchmark. Our results show that 50% is a weak benchmark when using a small number of trials. The simulations also indicate that increasing the number of trials is beneficial if one wants to use a 50% benchmark. There are however, marginal returns to increasing the number of trials: moving from 2 to 8 trials matters substantially more than moving from 28 to 34. Our approach also illustrates the value of simulations for understanding experimental designs, such as forced choice tasks, in evolutionary psychology.
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INTRODUCTION
Many paradigms in evolutionary psychology, and in fact many other disciplines, employ a forced choice design whereby participants choose from two alternatives in a stimulus...
set, often termed two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks. Examples of topics studied via these paradigms include electoral decision making (e.g., Little, Burriss, Jones, & Roberts, 2007), facial attractiveness (e.g., DeBruine, 2004; Perrett et al., 1998; Rhodes, Proffitt, Grady, & Sumich, 1998; Roberts et al., 2004), masculinity/femininity (e.g., Penton-Voak & Chen, 2004), selecting characteristics of prospective mates (e.g., Bressler & Balshine, 2006; Haselton & Miller, 2006; Li & Kenrick, 2006), jealousy (e.g., Bendixen, Kennair, & Buss, 2015; Buller, 2005; Buss, Larsen, Westen, & Semmelroth, 1992; Schützwohl, 2004), cheating and trust (e.g., Stirrat & Perrett, 2010; Verplaetse, Vanneste, & Braeckman, 2007), moral decision making (e.g., Bleske-Rechek, Nelson, Baker, Remiker, & Brandt, 2010; Kurzban, DeScioli, & Fein, 2012), and intentions to act (e.g., Barrett, Todd, Miller, & Blythe, 2005). There is a wide variation in how many forced choice trials are used from just a single trial (e.g., Buller, 2005 on jealousy dilemmas) to several dozen (e.g., Penton-Voak & Chen, 2004).

In terms of analyses, the data from these 2AFC experiments are often tested against a pre-determined 50% chance level (after pooling). For example, researchers will have participants complete eight forced choice trials, average the response across trials for each participant (e.g., 4 out of 8 or 0.5 or 50%) and then test that proportion against chance (50%) (e.g., Little et al., 2007). In some instances, however, researchers have also calculated measures derived from signal detection theory (Macmillan, 2002). This paper does not deal with those cases and instead exclusively focuses on the use of a 50% benchmark, as it remains common practice to use such a cut-off and test against this. Here we simulate these types of designs and examine how well 50% represents an adequate benchmark at varying trial numbers and sample sizes.

It must also be noted that in many cases, researchers do not just rely on forced choices but use Likert ratings as well (e.g., Bressler & Balshine, 2006; Tovée, Edmonds, & Vuong, 2012). We do not cover the choice of one design versus another but exclusively focus on the use of a 50% benchmark in a forced choice paradigm. Also, this paper is not intended as an introduction into statistical simulations (e.g., Stulp & Barrett, 2013). Finally, the purpose of this paper is explicitly not to discuss the potential problems of pooling data across trials, which have been discussed extensively elsewhere (e.g., Kievit et al., 2013; Pollet et al., 2015). Instead, the purpose of this short methodological note is to derive the ‘true’ probability for experiments varying in sample size and number of trials. Moreover, this will inform researchers as to how many participants and trials they should obtain/use if they want to rely on a 50% chance level. Our simulations will also help researchers to determine whether it is better to increase the number of trials or rather whether it is better to increase the number of participants.

**METHOD**

**Simulations**

Analyses were run in R 3.3.2 (R Development Core Team, 2008) we have incorporated the R script as Electronic Supplementary Materials. We simulated sample sizes of 30 to 120 (with increments of 10) and for a range of trials (2,4,6,10,14,18,22,26,30,34). The probability is set at .5 for each trial. Needless to say that these are arbitrary choices and we offer our script should researchers want to test other values of the above. Researchers
can use the included script to calculate the probability under chance. The script simulates n binomial trials (where n is the range of trials) with the probability of .5. It does so 100,000 times for each of the given sample sizes (N). The analyses were run in duplicate (with two different random starting seeds). There was near perfect correspondence between the two runs (for all trials: all Pearson r>.99) we therefore averaged across both runs. We report the means, 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the simulations. These are labelled as ‘true probability’, the means should be around .5 but of interest are the confidence intervals (2.5 and 97.5 percentiles).

RESULTS
The results are summarized in Figure 1 (also see the appendix). As expected the means was always close to .5, which justifies the use of this cut-off. However, there was stark variation in the confidence intervals around the .5 cut-off. When using only two trials it appears that .5 is a weak benchmark, especially with smaller sample sizes. Even with larger sample sizes (n=120), it would be advisable to test against 55% or higher when relying on two trials. Increasing the number of trials allows setting a lower threshold for ‘true probability’ and as we increased the number of trials 50% becomes an increasingly acceptable benchmark. However, it is clear that the payoffs have diminishing returns, moving from 2 to 8 trials mattered more than moving from 26 to 34.
The script we include allows researchers to plot their results against chance. As an illustration, we plot the result from Little et al. (2007) Study 1, where they report 57% of individuals voting for the “winning face” with a sample of 110 individuals and eight forced choices, against 100,000 simulations. As is clear from Figure 2, the result is upheld when applying this simulation approach: Individuals “voted” for the winning faces more often than the losing faces than expected under chance. In fact, only 1 out of 100,000 simulations scored 57% or higher.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

In this short methodological note, we examined if using 50% as a benchmark for chance is appropriate for forced choice tests with two alternatives at a range of trial numbers and sample sizes. Perhaps our results are unsurprising: the results indicate that with a small number of trials (n=2) using 50% is a rather weak threshold for evidence. If one wants to
have a better test that the results are not due to chance, then it is advisable to use a more conservative estimate, such as 55% or 60% when testing forced choice results that are thought to represent greater than chance, or increase the number of forced choice trials. Moreover, using the script we provide researchers can plot their result against a large number of simulations. Rather than testing against chance, researchers can thus simulate the likelihood of their findings compared to simulated data and we have included such an illustration.

We should reiterate that our paper does not deal with issues regarding to pooling across trials (e.g., Kievit et al., 2013; Pollet et al., 2015). When averaging across multiple trials, it is possible that a small number of trials are driving the effect. Apart from testing against a pooled estimate, it is therefore desirable to examine the results at trial level as well, or to employ a multilevel approach. In addition, we have not discussed issues with pseudo-replication which apply to these designs (e.g., Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Waller, Warmelink, Liebal, Micheletta, & Slocombe, 2013). That being said, moving towards more conservative estimates could already be a useful first step for researchers working with forced choice data.

More broadly our paper demonstrates the usefulness of randomization and simulation approaches and as others have argued this forms a useful addition to the methodological toolbox (e.g., Stulp & Barrett, 2013). Finally, it should be noted that we have restricted ourselves to the 2AFC design but similar approaches can be developed for multi-choice designs or ranking methods.

In conclusion, we recommend that when researchers are using a small number of forced choice trials that they would modify the benchmark against which they test. If so desired researchers can actually simulate their experimental design and compare their data to the simulations. We believe that such simulations might provide a more rigorous test than the use of a 50% base line.
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- Reference table based on the simulations for various sample sizes, trials (means and 95%CI). see main text and Figure 1.

- R script.